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Abstract 
We prove that a simple finite bipartite cubic non-planar graph contains a clean subdivision 
of K3.3. Here a subdivision of K3,3 is defined 1o be clean if it can be obtained from K3,3 by 
subdividing any edge by an even number of vertices. The proof is constructive and gives rise 
to a polynomial-time algorithm. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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i .  Introduction 
In 1930, Kuratowski [3] published his celebrated theorem stating that a finite graph 
is planar if and only if it does not contain a subgraph isomorphic to a subdivision of 
/£5 or K3,3. Kuratowski's theorem has been modified in various ways, As it follows 
from Kuratowski's theorem and has been proved independently by Menger [4], a cu- 
bic graph is planar if and only if it does not contain (a subgraph isomorphic to) a 
subdivision of  K3,3. The same holds for any 3-connected graph (except Ks), since any 
3-connected graph with at least six vertices containing a subdivision of/£5 also contains 
a subdivision of K3,3 (see [5, p. 138]). Furthermore, Kelmans [2] and Thomassen [6] 
proved independently that any non-planar 3-connected graph on at least six vertices 
contains a cycle with three pairwise crossing chords. 
The present paper deals with a modification of Kuratowski's theorem for bipartite 
cubic graphs. In order to state our theorem we need some terminology. 
A bipartition of a graph G is an unordered pair {U, W} such that UU W= V(G),  
U N W = 0 and every edge of G has one of its endvertices in U and the other in W. 
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A graph is said to be bipartite if it has a bipartition. Note that if G is a con- 
nected bipartite graph, then its bipartition is uniquely determined. If H is a subgraph 
of a graph G with bipartition {U, W}, then H is a bipartite graph with bipartition 
{UN V(H), WN V(H)}. 
Let G be a graph, e =xy an edge of G and P a path with the endvertices x, y 
such that V(G)N V(P)= {x,y}. Then the graph H defined by V(H)= V(G)U V(P) 
and E(H)=E(G)UE(P)\{xy} is said to be obtained from G by replacing e with P. 
I f  H C_ V(G)UE(G), then G-  H denotes the graph obtained from G by deleting the 
elements of H. A graph G ~ is a subdivision of a graph G if G / is obtained from G by 
replacing edges with paths. Let G t be a bipartite subdivision of a connected bipartite 
graph G, and let {U', W'}, {U, W} be the respective bipartitions of G' and G. Then 
G' is defined to be a clean subdivision of G if U = U ~ n V(G) and W = W ~ n V(G). 
We remark that a subdivision of/£3,3 is clean if it can be obtained from /£3,3 by 
subdividing any edge by an even number of vertices. The six vertices of degree three 
in a subdivision of K3,3 are called major vertices. (Note that/£3,3 is a clean subdivision 
of itself.) 
Our main theorem reads as follows. 
(1.1) A cubic bipartite graph G is planar if and only if it does not contain a clean 
subdivision of 1<3, . 
The proof of (1.1) is postponed to Section 3. 
It should be noted that in (1.1) the condition for G to be cubic cannot be replaced 
by the condition to have minimum degree three. The problem, whether any 3-connected 
bipartite non-planar graph contains a clean subdivision of K3,3 as a subgraph remains 
open. If  this is true, then 3-connectedness i  best possible. 
2. Terminology and preliminary considerations 
All graphs considered here are finite and do not have loops or multiple edges. If  G is 
a graph, then V(G) and E(G) denote the sets of vertices and edges of G, respectively. 
The degree of a vertex x in a graph G is the number of edges of G incident with x. 
A graph is cubic if all its vertices have degree three. The edge with the endvertices 
x, y is denoted by xy. Two edges are said to be independent if their endvertices are 
pairwise distinct. Two vertices are said to be independent if they are not adjacent. 
Paths and cycles are meant as subgraphs. I f their vertex set is Xl . . . . .  xk, then we shall 
briefly write P=xl, . . . ,xk or C=Xl ..... Xk,X1, respectively, are defined in the usual 
way, i.e. they have no repeated vertices. The length of a path or a cycle is the number 
of its edges. A k-cycle is a cycle of length k. The girth of a graph G is the length 
of a shortest cycle in G. A path P has precisely two vertices of degree one in P, 
these vertices are called its endvertices. Two paths are internally disjoint if they do 
not intersect except heir endvertices. 
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Obviously, a graph G is bipartite if its vertices can be coloured black and white 
such that any edge has a black and a white endvertex. The colour of a vertex x is 
denoted by co(x). For the sake of brevity, a bipartite cubic graph is called bi-cubic. 
A subset S¢0  of V(G)UE(G) of a graph G=(V,E) ,  IVI>~2, is said to be sepa- 
rating two vertices x, y E V(G) if G -S ,  the graph obtained from G by deleting S, is 
disconnected, and x and y belong to different components of G-  S. A separating set S 
of edges is said to be a k-edge-cut if ISI --= k ¢ ~. A graph G is k-vertex-connected 
(or k-connected) if for any two independent vertices x, y E V(G) a set of vertices of G 
separating x and >, has cardinality at least k ~> 1. G is said to be k-edge-connected if 
for any two independent vertices x, y ~ V(G) a set of edges of G separating x and y 
has cardinality at least k. G is exactly k-connected or exactly k-edge-connected if G 
is k-connected but not (k + 1)-connected or k-edge-connected but not (k + 1)-edge- 
connected, respectively. A graph G is essentially 4-connected if it is 3-connected and 
deleting any set of precisely three vertices results in a graph which is either connected 
or one of its components consists of a single vertex. 
(2.1) Let H be a connected cubic bipartite graph. For a positive integer r let S he 
an r-edge-cut of r pairwise independent edges such that H - S consists of exactly 
two components Hj and H2. Let b be the number of black endvertices of the edges 
orS  in Hi. Then 
(i) 2b ~_ r (mod3) ,  
(ii) r>~2, 
(iii) i f  r=2 then b= 1 and 
(iv) if r=3 then b=O or b= 3. 
Proof. For an integer i let bi and wi be the number of vertices of degree i in Hi 
which are black and white, respectively. Then b2 =-b, w2 = r -  b holds. Counting the 
edges of Hi twice, results in 2b + 3b3 = 2(r - b) + 3w3 and ( i ) - ( iv )  follow. 
The following statement is an immediate consequence of (2.1). 
(2.2) Any connected bi-cubic graph is 2-connected. 
The following two results will be used frequently without explicit reference. (2.3) is 
not hard to prove. We omit the proof. (2.4) is Menger's Theorem and it can be found 
in [4]. 
(2.3) For any integer k<~3 a cubic graph is k-connected if and only if it is k-edge- 
connected. 
(2.4) A graph G is k-connected if and only if for any two independent vertices x and 
y of G there are k pairwise internally disjoint paths connecting x and y. 
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A plane 9raph is a planar graph with a specified embedding in the euclidean plane. 
It is well-known that the faces of a 2-connected plane graph are bounded by cycles. 
A cycle of a plane graph is called a facial cycle if it bounds a face. Moreover, a 
classical theorem of Whitney implies that the facial cycles of a plane embedding of 
3-connected planar graphs are uniquely determined. If G is a planar graph, then G 
denotes a plane embedding of G. 
3. Proof of (1.1) 
Obviously, it suffices to prove that every non-planar bi-cubic graph contains a 
clean subdivision of K3,3. Suppose (1.1) to be false, and let Go (reductio ad ab- 
surdum) be a smallest counterexample, i.e. Go is a non-planar bi-cubic graph that 
does not contain a clean subdivision of K3,3, and every non-planar bi-eubic graph 
with fewer vertices than Go contains a clean subdivision of/£3,3. Clearly, Go is con- 
nected and has at least eight vertices. Furthermore, it follows from (2.2) that Go is 
2-connected. 
(3.1) Go is essentially 4-connected. 
Proof. Suppose Go not to be 3-connected. Then, by (2.3) and (2.1)(iii), E(Go) con- 
tains two independent edges a = xy and b = uv such that Go-  {a, b} consists of exactly 
two components G~, G" with x, u E V(G~); y, v E V(G"); co(x) = co(v) -- black and 
co(y)=co(u)=white. W.l.o.g. we may assume that the graph H with V(H)= V(G ~) 
and E(H)=E(G ~) U {xu} is non-planar. Obviously, H is bi-cubic and has fewer ver- 
tices than Go. Consequently, H contains a clean subdivision of K3,3. It follows that Go 
contains a clean subdivision of/£3,3, too, a contradiction. 
Now suppose that Go is not essentially 4-connected. Then, by (2.1)(iv) E(Go) con- 
tains three independent edges e = xu, f = yv and 9---zw such that Go - {e, f ,  9} con- 
sists of exactly two components G' and G" with {x,y,z} C V(G'), {u,v,w} C V(G"), 
co(x) = co(y) = co(z) = white and co(u) = co(v) = co(w) -- black. W.l.o.g. we may as- 
sume that the graph H '  defined by V(H') -= V(G') U {t}, E(H') = E(G') U {xt, yt, zt} is 
not planar. Obviously, H ~ is bi-cubic with co(t) = black. Hence, H ~ contains a subdivi- 
sion of K3,3. Since Go is 3-connected, it follows from Menger's theorem that there are 
three internally disjoint paths in Go connecting x and u. Consequently, there are two 
disjoint paths in G" connecting {u} and {v, w}. Hence, Go contains a clean subdivision 
of K3,3, a contradiction. [] 
(3.2) Any two 4-cycles of Go are vertex-disjoint. 
Proof. Suppose there are two 4-cycles C 1 and C2 of Go having a vertex in common. 
Since Go is cubic, Ct and C2 have either precisely three vertices and two edges, or 
precisely two vertices and one edge in common. 
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In the first case, it follows from (3.1) that Go is isomorphic to K3.3, a contradiction. 
In the second case IV(C1)U V(C2)[ -6  and there are four edges albl, azb2, a3b3, 
a4b4 ~ E(Go) with al, a2, a3, a4 E V(Go)-( V(CI ) U V(C2)), bt, b2, b3, b4 E V(C1 ) U V(C2 ) 
and co(al ) --- co(a2) = white, co(a3) = co(a4) = black. If al = a2, then it follows from 
(3.1) that a3 =-a4, and Go is isomorphic to the graph of the three-dimensional cube, 
contradicting the non-planarity of Go. Hence, al, a2,a3,a4 are pairwise disjoint, Let H 
be the graph defined by 
V(H) = (V(Go)U {as, a6})\V(Ci )U V(C2), 
E(H) = E(Go - (Cl U C2)) U {al as, azas, a3a6, a4a6, asa6}. 
Obviously, H is a bi-cubic graph having fewer vertices than Go, and co(as)= black, 
co(a6)  = white. I f  H is non-planar, then it contains a clean subdivision of K3,3. As it is 
not hard to see, then Go contains a clean subdivision of K3,3, as well, a contradiction. 
Thus, we may assume that H is planar. Let H be a plane embedding of H. Consider 
the faces F and F ~ incident with asa6 in H. F and F '  are distinct and do not have 
an edge e ~ asa6 in common, since otherwise removing albl, a2b2, and possibly e, 
would result in a disconnected graph, contradicting (3.1). 
Let F"  and F"  be those faces ofHH_ which are incident with al,a2,a5 and a3,a4,a6, 
respectively. F"  and F"  are distinct and do not have an edge e I in common, since oth- 
erwise removing albl, a4b4, and possibly e ~, would result in a disconnected graph, con- 
tradicting (3.1). Hence, there is a cycle C in Go-  (Cj U C2) with al,az, a3,a4 E V(C) 
F i such that every vertex of C is on the boundary of precisely one of the faces , F ,  
F 1I, F "/" 
If the vertices al,a2,a3,a4 occur on C in the cyclic order al a2,a3,a4, then Go is 
planar, a contradiction. 
Hence, they occur on C in the cyclic order al,a3,a4,a2. Then the subgraph 
of Go spanned by V(C)UV(CI)UV(C2) contains a clean subdvision of K3,3, a 
contradiction. 
Definition of Go(M). Let C be a chordless cycle of Go such that for arbitrary different 
vertices u, v E V(C) the neiohbour uI ~ V(C) of u and the neighbour v~ ~ V(C) of v are 
different and, if uv f[E(C), then u'v' f{E(Go). Furthermore let M be a 1-factor of C. 
The graph Go(M) is constructed by the following operation for all edges e =-xy E M: 
Let x '~ V(C) and y~ V(C) be the neighbour of x and y, respectively. We have 
x'y I f[E(Go) and the edges xtx, xy, yy  are replaced by the edge x'y'. Finally delete 
all edges of C - M and all isolated vertices. 
(3.3) Let C be a cycle of Go and M be a 1-factor of C fullfilling the assumptions q[" 
the definition of Go(M). Then Go(M) is bi-cubic and planar. 
Proof. Obviously, Go(M) is a bi-cubic graph having fewer vertices than Go. Suppose 
Go(M) to be non-planar, then the minimality of Go would imply that Go(M) contains 
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a clean subdivision of/£3,3. But then Go would contain a clean subdivision of K3,3 as 
well, a contradiction. [] 
(3 .4 )  girth(G0) = 4. 
Proof. At first we show girth(G0)~<6. Suppose girth(G0)~>8 and let C be a shortest 
cycle of G0. Obviously, the assumptions of the definition of Go(M) are fullfilled for 
C and an arbitrary 1-factor M of C. Furthermore, Go(M) is bi-cubic, and Go(M) has 
fewer vertices than Go. Then because of (3.3) Go(M) is planar and bipartite. Therefore, 
Go(M) contains a cycle D of exactly four vertices as a consequence of Euler's formula. 
Using the definition of Go(M) exactly three edges of D are in E(Go) and the fourth 
edge of D corresponds to a path of length three in Go. Hence, Go contains a cycle of 
length 6, a contradiction. 
Assume girth(G0)= 6, let C =xl . . . . .  x6 be a shortest cycle of Go, co(xl )=  co(x3)= 
co(xs)=white, co(x2)=co(x4)=co(x6)=black and let Yi f~ V(C) be the third neigh- 
bout of xi in Go, i = 1 . . . . .  6. Then the vertices Yi, i = l . . . . .  6, are pairwise dis- 
tinct and the edges yiyi+l, i= 1,.. . ,5 and yly6 are not in E(Go). For the l-factor 
M={xIx2,x3x4,x5x6} we consider the graph Go(M). We remark co(y l )=co(y3)= 
co(ys) = black and co(y2)= co(y4)= co(y6)=white, By (3.3) Go(M) is bi-cubic and 
planar. Hence, Go(M) contains at least six 4-gons as a consequence of Euler's formula. 
Each of these 4-gons has an edge of {e=yly2, f=Y3Y4, g=YsY6} as a boundary 
edge since girth(G0)=6. An edge of {e,f,g} is a boundary edge of at most two 
of these 4-gons in Go(M). Hence, Go(M) has exactly six 4-gons, all other faces are 
6-gons as a consequence of Euler's formula and each edge of {e, f ,  g) is a boundary 
edge of exactly two of these six 4-gons and conversely every 4-gon of Go(M) has 
exactly one of the edges {e, f ,  g} as a boundary edge. Hence, we may assume there 
are three pairs {F1,F2}, {/73,/74} and {Fs,F6} of the six 4-gons of Go(M) such that 
each pair has exactly one edge of {e, f ,  9} as the common boundary edge. 
Claim 1. Go(M) is 3-connected. 
To prove this we observe that all 4-cycles of Go(M) belong to one component of 
Go(M) since otherwise deleting the edges x2x3, x4xs, X6Xl would contradict (3.1). But 
then Go(M) consists of exactly one component because Go is connected. Using (2.2) 
we may assume that Go(M) is exactly 2-connected. Let {el,e2} be a 2-edge-cut of 
Go(M) such that Go(M)-{el,  e2} consists of two components K and K' and let el and 
e2 be chosen such that IV(K)I is minimal. In Go(M) the edges e~ and e2 are boundary 
edges of two faces F1 and F2. With (2.1)(iii) and the fact that E(Go(M)) does not 
contain double edges, it is easy to see that both F1 and F2 are 6-gons and el, e2 are 
adjacent with a common edge in both K and K ~. Hence, K contains a 2-edge-cut 
contradicting the minimality of IV(K)t and Claim 1 is proved. 
Claim 2. For all v E V(Go(M)) at least one of the three faces F ' ,F" ,F"  of Go(M) 
havin9 v as a boundary vertex is a 6-9on. 
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To prove this we assume that Ft,F",F ''' are 4-gons and w.l.o.g, that co(v)= black. 
Let vl,vz, v3 be the neighbours of  v in Go(M). Let ul,u2,u3 be the common neighbour 
of  Vl and v2, v2 and v3, v3 and vl, respectively, different from v. If all the faces 
containing {ul, vl, u3}, {u2, v3, u3} and {u¿, v2, u2} as subsets of their boundary vertices, 
respectively, are 6-gons, then F ' ,  F ' ,  F m are separated from the other three 4-gons of 
Go(M) and then it is easy to see that at least one of these six 4-gons has no boundary 
edge in {e, f ,  g}, a contradiction. 
Hence, suppose that a common neighbour v4 of  ul and u2 being different from 
v2 forms a 4-gon together with ul, u2, v2. I f  the face F* containing ul, vl, u3, t.'4 
as boundary vertices is a 6-gon, then the face containing u3, v3, u2, v4 as boundary 
vertices is a 6-gon, too. But this is impossible. 
Hence, F* is a 4-gon, and, therefore, G0(M) is isomorphic to the graph of the 
3-dimensional cube, and w.l.o.g, let e= vvl. Because of symmetry we may assume 
{f,g} = {u2v2,u31)4} .  Since Y lY6  q~E(Go) we have v2 ¢ Y6, and consequently v2 = y4. 
Thus 
f = U2U2, .q = U3U4, b/2 = Y3, V2 = Y4, U3 = YS, V4 = Y6. 
Then Go contains a clean subdivision of K~.3 with the major vertices {xl,x3,xs} and 
{x%x4,x6}, a contradiction which completes the proof of  Claim 2. 
Let V(Fi) be the set of boundary vertices ofF/,, i=  1 .... ,6. W.l.o.g. let F1,F2 and 
F3,F4 have the common edge e and f ,  respectively. Consider the sets A = V(FI)U 
V(F2) and B= V(F3)U V(F4). 
Cla im 3. A A B : [3. 
If  ANB ~ ~ then, because of Claim 2, AAB={u,v} with co(u)=white, co(v)= 
black. There is a path P in Go(M) connecting A\{u,v, yl,y2} and B\{u,v, y3,y4} 
because otherwise Go(M) - {u, v} is disconnected contradicting the 3-connectedness of  
Go(M). Hence, Go contains a clean subdivision of K3.3, a contradiction and Claim 3 
is proved. 
Hence, we assume that the sets of vertices of  the three pairs {F1,F2}, {F3,F4} and 
{Fs,F6} are pairwise disjoint. Because of the 3-connectedness of Go(M) there are 
three disjoint paths in Go(M) connecting A and B. W.l.o.g. we may assume there 
are two disjoint paths P and P~ such that P connects tl c V(FI) and t3 E V(F3) 
and P '  connects t2 E V(F2) and t4 E V(F4). Then the subgraph of Go spanned by 
A UBU V(P)U V(U)U {Xl,X2,X3,X4} contains a subdivision H of K3, 3 with the six 
major vertices {yl,y2,x3} and {h,t2,x2} as a subgraph. Clearly, H is a subgraph of 
Go. Now consider the two 4-gons F5 and F6 of  Go(M) and the set SC  V(Go) of 
corresponding vertices of V(Fs)U V(F6)C V(Go(M)) in Go. The graph S / spanned 
by S U {xs,x6} consists of  two 6-cycles Ys,Xs,X6, y6, v, u, Y5 and y5,xs,x6, y6,z, w,, 3'5 
having exactly the path ys,xs, x6, y6 in common. Obviously, D = E(S ~) A E(H) is empty 
or consists of the edges of  one or two disjoint paths. We shall show that in each case 
S' contains a cycle C and C contains a 1-factor M'  such that M ~ •D= (~. 
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I f  D = ~, then choose C = y5,x5,x6, y6, V, u, Y5 and M ~ = {uy5,x5x6, y6v}. 
I f  the set D forms a path, say W, then (possibly after some variation of W) w.l.o.g. 
W=w,z ,  W=u,  ys,w or W=u,  ys,w,z. Then, we choose C=y5,xs,x6,y6, v u, y5 and 
M t = {x5Y5,x6Y6, vu}. 
I fD  forms two paths W and W ~, then w.l.o.g, we may assume W=u,v,  W~=w,z 
or W=u,  ys,w, W~=v, y6,z, and in both cases we choose C=ys,xs,x6,y6,v,u, y5 and 
M ~ = {uys,xsx6, y6v} or M t = {vu, ysxs,x6Y6}, respectively. 
Hence, in all cases we have a 6-cycle C of Go and a 1-factor M =E(C) -M ~ of C 
such that C fulfills the assumptions of the definition of Go(M), and Go - M / contains 
the subgraph H. Thus, Go(M) is non-planar contradicting (3.3). [] 
Now we have girth(G0)=4 and let C=d,  bl, c~,d',d be a 4-cycle of Go with 
co(d) = co(c ' )= white, co(b ' )= co(d')=black. Furthermore let a,b,c,d be the third 
neighbour of d,  b t, c ~, d / not belonging to C, respectively. Using (3.2) a, b, c, d are pair- 
wise different vertices and pairwise non-adjacent. Consider the 1-factors M={dd ~, b~c~}, 
M~={a'bl, c~d ~} of C and let be GI = Go(M), G2 = Go(M'). By (3.3) both Gl and G2 
are planar. 
(3.5) GI or G2 is 3-connected. 
Proof.  GI and G2 are both connected, since otherwise Go would be not 3-connected. 
Suppose that both, Gl and G2, are not 3-connected. Then by (2.2) they are both exactly 
2-connected. Let {el,e2} be a 2-edge-cut of G1 such that K and K'  are the compo- 
nents of G1 - {el,e2}, and let kl =ad, k2=bcEE(Gl ) ,  k3=ab, k4=cdEE(G2).  I f  
{el, e2 } -- {kl, k2 }, then Go - {ad, bb'} is disconnected, contradicting (3.1). 
Hence, w.l.o.g, let kl EE(K). Then k2q~{el,e2}, since otherwise with k2=e2 
the edge el and a suitable edge of {bbl, cc '} would form a 2-edge-cut of Go, a 
contradiction. [] 
I f  k2 EE(K),  then (e l ,e2} is a 2-edge-cut of Go, a contradiction. 
Hence, k2 E E(Kt). Consequently, {el, e2,k3,k4} is a 4-edge-cut of Gz. We shall show 
that eh e2,k3,k4 are pairwise independent in G2. Since el, e2 are independent and k3, k4 
are independent, we may assume that el and k3 have the common endvertex a. Then 
the third edge e~ {el,k3} incident with a together with the edges e2 and k4 forms a 
3-edge-cut of G2. By (3.1) all three edges e, e2,k4 have the common endvertex d, and 
Go contains the edge ad, a contradiction. 
Now let {f l , f2} be a 2-edge-cut of G2. I f  {f l , f2} CE(K),  then all endvertices of 
k3,k4 belong to one component of G2 -- { f l , f2} ,  and {f l , f2} is a 2-edge-cut of Go, 
a contradiction. 
If  f l  EE(K)  and f2 q~E(K), then K -  {fl} is disconnected. Let K l and K 2 be 
the components of K -  {fl}. Let an edge of {el,e2,k3,k4} belong to the set A i if it 
has an endvertex in K i, i= 1,2. Obviously, A 1 UA2= {el,e2,k3,k4} and A l AA 2 =~. 
Because f l  f~ {el,e2,k3,k4}, the fact that A l U{f l}  and A 2 U{f l} are edge-cuts of G2 
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inducing edge-cuts of the same cardinality in Go, we have IAI[ = IA21--2. By (3.1) 
IV( K1 )1 = IV( K2)I = 1 contradicting the pairwise independence of {el, e2, k3, k4}. 
Because of symmetry, the only remaining case is {f l , f2} C {el,ez, k3,k4}. But then 
G2-  {f l , f2} is connected, a contradiction. [] 
Now we are able to finish the proof of (1.1). 
W.l.o.g. assume G1 to be 3-connected. Recall that GI is a bi-cubic planar graph, and 
that the edges kl =ad, k2 =bc are independent. Let Gj be a plane embedding of G~. 
Since GI is 3-connected, the facial cycles of G1 are uniquely determined. 
Case (1): kl and k2 are boundary edges of a common face F of G1. 
Subcase (1.1): The endvertices of kt and k2 are placed at the boundary of F in the 
cyclic order a, b, c, d. 
Then Go is planar, a contradiction. 
Subcase (1.2): The endvertices of kt and k2 are placed at the boundary of F in the 
cyclic order a, c, b, d. 
Consider three disjoint paths between a and b in Gi. Since G1 is planar, the edges 
kt,k2 are not contained in a common one of these three paths. Hence, Go contains 
a clean subdivision of K3, 3 with the major vertices {a,d',bt},{a',cl, b}, a contradic- 
tion. 
Case (2): kl,k2 do not belong to the boundary of a common face in Gi, and they 
are separated by a 3-edge-cut {e = x,, Ye, f = x/Yl, g = x~t)', } of G__ 2. 
Let Hi and/-/2 be the components of GI - {e,f ,g},  the black vertices xe,x/,x~ E
V(Hj ), the white vertices ye, y/, y~j E V(I-I2) and k~ E E(H1 ), k2 E E(It2). Moreover, 
HI and H2 are both 2-connected since otherwise GI is not 3-connected. Hence, the 
endvertices of e, f ,  g in Hi and//2 belong to the set of vertices of a boundary cycle 
CI and C2 of a face in H1 and H2, respectively. Let G1 be embedded in the plane such 
that in HI and/-/2 the cycles C1, C2 are the facial cycles of the outer face, respectively. 
Assume that the vertices xe,xt,x ~ are placed on C1 and the vertices Y.q, Yt,Y~, are 
placed on C2 in this clockwise order. For u, v E V(C,) denote by [u, v]Ci the segment 
of Ci running from u to v, in the clockwise sense. [u,v]Ci is considered to be a 
subgraph of G. 
Subcase (2.1): kl C E(CI ), k2 E E(C2). 
Let the vertices x~,xt,x~, d a occur on Cl in this clockwise order. 
Subcase (2.1.1): k2 E E([yf, y~]C2). 
Subcase (2.1.1.1): c E V([yf,b]C2). (Notice that possibly b = Ye-) 
Now consider in Go the subgraph H consisting of HI U(C2-  yty~t)U{e,f,g, alb ', 
Cd'}. The graph G* is constructed from Go by deleting the vertices of/ /~, adding 
three vertices ' ' having same as y,~, b, c the colour the corresponding vertices in Go and 
adding the edges x~y~, xgy~, x/c', c'b', b'y~, db  I, c'd'. Then G* is bi-cubic, and the 
subgraph of G* spanned by the vertices {y~, b',c'} 0 V(CI ) contains a subdivision of 
K3.3 with the major vertices {xe, bt,x~j} and {a',xl,ye }. Hence, G* is non-planar, bi- 
cubic and contains a clean subdivision of K3,3. We replace in G* the edge x/c' by 
x /y /U  [yl,c']C2, the edge bly~ by [b~,y~]C2 and the edge x~y<, by x,jy~/O [ye, y~s]C2. 
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The resulting graph H is a subgraph of Go and Go contains a clean subdivision of 
/(3,3, a contradiction. 
Subcase (2.1.1.2): b E V([yf, c]C2). (Notice that possibly b = yr.) 
Then the subgraph H of Go spanned by V(C1)UV(C2)U{d,b~,c~,f} con- 
tains a clean subdivision K3.3 with the major vertices {xe, b',d'} and {d,c',yf}, a 
contradiction. 
Subcase (2.1.2): k2 E E([y,j, yf ]C2). 
Subcase (2.1.2.1): b E V([y.q, c]C2). (Notice that possibly b = y.q.) 
The subgraph of Go spanned by the vertices of C1 and C2 contains a clean subdivi- 
sion of/(3,3 with the major vertices {x~, d', b'} and {a', c', yg}, a contradiction. 
Subcase (2.1.2.2): e E V([yg, b]C2). (Notice that possibly b = yr.) 
Let x and y be the two black neighbours of y~ on C2 with x E [y.q, yf]Ce and 
y E [y~, y~]C2. Consider the induced embedding H2 of He in G_~t and the face F of He 
containing the vertices x, y, y~ on its boundary. 
Claim 1. F and C2 have only the edges xyg, YYo in common. 
Let the facial cycle B of F be oriented clockwise and for vertices u,v E V(B) 
let [u, v]B be the segment of B starting in u, following the clockwise ordering and 
ending in v. Let h=uv be the edge of E(B)AE(C2) with uEV([x,v]B) and 
E([x,u]B)ME(C2)=(~. This means h is the first edge of E(B)NE(C2) in [X, Zq]B 
seen from x. If  h=yyg, then Claim 1 is proved. I f  hEE([x, yf]C2), then remov- 
ing xy~j,h from GI results in a disconnected graph, contradicting the 3-connectedness 
of Gl. I f  h E E([yf, ye]C2), then consider the first edge h ~ of B in [y~, yg]C2 seen from 
y~ and Go has a 3-edge-cut h, h~,xeye contradicting (3.1) if v ¢ye  and Gl -  {y.qy, h~} is 
disconnected if v--y~, a contradiction. Hence, h E E([ye, y,j]Ce), and removing h,y~jy 
results in a disconnected graph, or we have h = y j .  Thus, Claim 1 is proved. 
Consider a white vertex z E V([x, y]B). 
Claim 2. There is a path P in 112 starting in z, ending in a black vertex 
uE V([yf, ye]C2) such that V(P) M V(C2)= {u}. 
Consider the component H of 112 - V(C2) containing z and consider the set N 
of neighbour vertices of H on C2. We have x, y E N and because Gl is 3-connected 
IN[ ~>3. Let x / E V([x, y]C2) AN such that V([x,x~]C2) NN = {x,x~}. 
I f  x~E V([y~,y]C2), then we have a contradiction to (3.1) by the 3-edge cut con- 
sisting of Xgy~j, an edge h E E([x, yf]C2) incident with x and an edge f ie  E([ye,x~]C2) 
incident with x ~. Let y~E V([x,y]C2)AN such that V([y',y]C2)fqN={y,J}. 
I f  y~EV([yg, yf]C2), then we have either a contradiction to Lemma 6 by the 
3-edge cut consisting of xey,q, an edge h EE([ye, y]C2) incident with y and an edge 
h ~ EE([y, yf]C2) incident with y~ (this is the case if y~E V([x,c]C2)), or the 5-edge- 
cut of Go with the edges a~b~,c~d~,x~yg, h,h ~ contradicts (2.1) (i) (this is the case if 
y' E V([b,y/]C2)). 
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Hence, there is a path P in H2 starting in z, ending in a vertex uE V([y/,y~qC2) 
such that V(P)71 V(C2)= {u}. If co(u)= black, then Claim 2 is proved. 
Thus, we may assume co(u)=white. Let u'E V([u, ye]C2) such that uty~ ~E(Go). 
Then co(u')= black and therefore u¢ u'. C2 has no chord starting in u' because such 
a chord would end in [u, ur]C2 or in [ye, y]C2 both cases contradicting (3.1). Con- 
sider the component H / of /42 - C2 with the set N' of neighbours of H'  on C2 
such that u'E N t. Because Gi is 3-connected IN'[ >~3. Let u 'E  V([u, d]C2)N N' such 
that V([u,u"]C2)•N'=- {u"} and u'" E V([u',y]C2)•N' such that V([u'",y]C2)A 
U' ={ur"}. 
If u m = u ~ then G1 decomposes by removing dye and the edge of [u, u']C2 incident 
with u" contradicting the 3-connectedness of GI. 
If u" E V([y~,,y]C2) the edge xeye, the edge of [u,u']C2 incident with u',  then the 
edge of [u'", y]C2 incident with u"' forms a 3-edge-cut contradicting (3.1) and Claim 2 
is proved. 
Now we use analogous versions of Claims 1 and 2. Namely, we consider the 
graph H_!l, the white neigbours x~,yE V(CI) of x~/ with x'E V([xt,x~j]Cl ) and 
3'~C V([x~nx~,]Ci ), the face F'  with its boundary B' of H~I containing the vertices 
.X_! ,/ X , )  ,~ ~j as boundary vertices, the black vertex ~ of F' not belonging to V(Cj ) 
and a path U starting in z' and ending in the white vertex utE V([x~,xj]Ct ). 
Then the subgraph of Go spanned by V(CI ) U V(C2) U {a',b',c',d'} U V(B) U V(B') 
© V(P) U V(U)  contains a clean subdivision of K3.3 with the major vertices {x~,x I , u} 
and {y~,, vl, u'), a contradiction. 
Subcase (2.2): k2 ~ E(C2). Consider the segments sl = [yc, y~1]C2, s2 = [Yt, y~]C2, s3 =- 
[Y~n £t]C2 • The edge k2 is not a chord of C2 because otherwise either GI is not 
3-connected if b, cE V(si), i= 1,2,3 or we have a contradiction to (2.1) (iv) if b~ 
V(sl ), c E V(s2) with the 3-edge-cut x~,y~, h E E([£/, c]C2) incident with c and h / ~ [b, 
yCj]C2 incident with b of Gi. 
Let v E {b, c} be the endvertex of k2 with v ~ V(C2). Let H be the component of 
H2 - C~ containing v. Because of the 3-connectedness of GI the component H has 
neighbours in at least two of the segments si, i = 1,2, 3. Hence, we may assume w.l.o.g. 
that there is a path P connecting xE V(sl) and yE V(s2), such that k2 EE(P) and 
V(P)N V(C~)= {x,y}. Using the 3-connectedness of G~ let We, ~,  W~j be three paths 
of Gi such that V(W,,) N V(Wf )N V(V¢~)= {a} and y~, E V(We),v/ E V(~-),y~ ~ V(W,~). 
Subcase (2.2.1): kl EE(W~). The graph G* is constructed from Go by deleting the 
vertices of H~ and the edge k~ adding five vertices a ~, b ~, c ~, d ~, a and adding the edges 
ad, ayt, ayes, a~d, dye, a~b ~, c~d ~, bb ~, b~c ~, c~c and these five vertices have the same 
colour as the corresponding vertices in Go. 
Then G* is bi-cubic and the subgraph of G* spanned by the vertices {d, b ~, c', d', a} 
V(C~) U V(P) contains a subdivision of K~,3 with the major vertices {a,b', y~,} and 
{a',x,y}. Hence, G* is non-planar and G* contains a clean subdivision of K~.~. Then 
replace in G* the edges aa',a'd',d'y~, by We, the edge ayt. by Wf and the edge ay~ 
by W,~ and the resulting graph is a subgraph of Go and contains a clean subdivision of 
K~,~, a contradiction. 
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The subcases (2.2.2) kl EE(Wf) and (2.2.3) kl cE(Wg) can be handled analogously 
to the subcase (2.2.1). 
Case (3): kl,k2 do not belong to the boundary of a common face in Gl and there 
are four disjoint paths P1 . . . . .  P4 in GI between {a,d} and {b,c} in G1. 
Subcase (3.1): Let Pl and P2 connect a and c and let P3 and P4 connect b and d. 
Since kl, k2 do not belong to the boundary of a common face in G_ ! we may assume 
that there is a path P5 connecting an inner vertex of P2 and an inner vertex of P3 
and there is a path P6 connecting an inner vertex of Pl and an inner vertex of P4 
with V(Ps)N V(P6)= ~ such that no two paths of P~ . . . . .  P6 have an inner vertex 
in common. Then Go contains a clean subdivision of K3,3 with the major vertices 
{a, b', d'} and {d, c', d}, a contradiction. 
Subcase (3.2): Let P1 and P2 connect a and b and let P3 and P4 connect c and d. 
We reason analogously as in Case (3.1) by using u in place of d. 
Case (3.3): Because of symmetry we may assume that P1 connects a,c, P2 connects 
a, b, P3 connects b, d and P4 connects c, d. 
But then Go contains a clean subdivision of K3,3 with the major vertices {a,b~,d r}
and {a', b, c~}, a contradiction. 
This completes the proof of (1.1). 
Notes added in ProoL (1) Recently, the authors constructed a 3-connected bipartite 
non-planar graph that contains no clean subdivision of/(3,3. This answers the question 
posed at the end of the introduction. The construction is as follows. For i = 1,2, 3 let 
Qi be a copy of the graph of the 3-dimensional cube, let Ci = ai, hi, ci, di, ai be a facial 
cycle of Qi and let x, yl, y2 be three additional vertices. Let G be the graph defined 
by 
V(G) ---- V(QI) U V(Q2) u V(Q3) u {x, yj, y2 } 
and 
E(G) = E(Q1 ) u E(Q2) u E(Q3) UA 
where 
A ~- {xai, ylbi, y2di ] i = 1,2, 3} 
It is not hard to see that G is 3-connected, bipartite and non-planar where co(x) 
co(yl )= co(y2). Furthermore, G-  e is planar for any e E A. Hence any subdivision S
of/£3,3 contains all edges of A and therefore, x, yl,y2 are major vertices of S. Since 
G-  {x, yl,y2} has precisely three components Q1,Q2,Q3 each of which contains a 
major vertex of S, the vertices x, yl, y2 form a colour class of K3,3. Consequently, S 
is not a clean subdivision of/£3,3. 
(2) In June 1997 one of the authors visited the University of Puerto Rico. There 
he learned that A.K. Kelmans (see references below) proved a theorem which implies 
Theorem (1.1) of the present paper. 
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1. A.K. Kelmans, More about graph planarity, Proceeding of Catlin Memorial Work- 
shop on Graph Minors, to appear. 
2. A.K. Kelmans, Some strengthenings of the Kuratowski planarity criterion, 28th 
Southeastern I ternational Conference on Combinatorics, Graph Theory and Com- 
puting, March 1997. 
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